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The U.S. taking a stand Minions
taking over
As an
American, I
have been
told for
years that
Americans
pale in comparison to
their peers
in other
countries.
Collectively,
by CASEY COLLINS Americans
are told that
we are “dumber” and more ignorant
than other people around the world.
Events that have occurred over the
past few months, however, have called
Americans to action with a great sense
of urgency. Americans can no longer sit
on the sidelines and hope for the best;
they must take a stand before the nation
falls by the wayside.
Although the upcoming presidential election is still more than a
year away and nominees have yet to be
named, many of the candidates in the
running made national headlines over
the summer. Hillary Clinton, the current
democratic frontrunner made the news
once again for her email controversies.
Coming from the other end of the
political spectrum, Donald Trump made
headlines for comments on immigration
and women’s rights. The wide range of
strong responses from the American
public is different compared to previous
elections.

While many voice their opinions
on the 2016 Presidential Election and its
candidates, others still hold out before
deciding who to support. U.S. Government teacher Anthony Blair feels that
it’s too early in the election to firmly
support a candidate.
“At this point, people are probably
less involved [in the election]. People
may be aware of some major candidates,
but polls reflect less involvement. It’s still
early.”
For those not involved in the
pre-election debate over the summer,
issues such as domestic terrorism and
police brutality presented opportunities
for Americans to take action. Domestic
terrorism hit home in South Carolina
with the shooting at the Emmanuel
AME Church in Charleston and in other
places across the nation. The constant
in these instances was the significant
amount of media coverage each was
granted.
“Instances of domestic terrorism, like what took place in Charleston,
call attention to issues of race and gun
violence. And when the media stops
reporting on these issues, the energy
dissipates.” Blair said.
Acts of terrorism are horrific, but
they can get communities, states, and
whole nations talking. These acts point
to areas where improvement is necessary. This shows how the Charleston
shooting created a segway directly into
conversation surrounding the Confederate flag. Without conflict, these impor-

tant conversations may not have been
triggered for a long time. Although acts
of domestic terrorism lead to tragedy,
they can lead to growth, healing, and a
renewed sense of purpose in the aftermath.
Americans are also affected by
both acts of domestic terrorism and
instances of police brutality. In contrast
to divisive political issues surrounding
the 2016 Presidential Election, growth
following terrorist acts or a fight against
a specific cause can unite Americans. Police brutality is one such fight that united
Americans over the summer.
Cases of police brutality have
appeared in national news headlines
continuously in recent years, but there
has been a spike in cases of police brutality. This spike resulted in the creation
of Black Lives Matter, a campaign to
oppose police brutality and other cases
of discrimination based on the unity of
American citizens.
“Black Lives Matter is one of the
events that has been most influential,
since it has raised the issues of law
enforcement and race for public discussion.” Blair said.
America stands united against
police brutality, but it stands divided
on issues currently debated by presidential candidates. Whether Americans
are united or divided, this country has
reached the point where citizens need
to understand that they must act and
can no longer be complacent.

One man sparks a movement

A

s she lay her
head against the
bricked building, she kept
her belongings
close and held
herself closer.
The strain in her eyes. The dirt on
her clothes.
She looked desolate. She
looked stressed. She was homeless.
by BRAELYN DIAMOND
As I watched her sit beside
the building, I thought about the circumstances surrounding her homelessness. I thought about the last time someone
asked her how her day was. The last time she didn’t have to
wonder where she’d lay her head that night. The last time she
felt safe.
As I stood there watching her stare off into what appeared, some distant world, I thought back to an article I’d
recently read on a tiny house movement.
Stemming from a one man mission to simply help a
woman who had been sleeping on the streets of his hometown
in Los Angeles, Elvis Summers did just that. Costing less than
500 dollars, Summers was able to build the woman, who had
been homeless for ten years, a tiny house. His mission sparked
the attention of many and in less than a month he was able to
raise 60,000 to continue his mission.
A similar movement was done in Atlanta.

That got me to thinking, if Atlanta and Los Angeles can do
it, so can South Carolina. Are our lives really too busy to stop
and help someone in need?
It’s easy to say that a homeless person is homeless
because of circumstances that they can control.Yet, studies
show that the average American is one paycheck away from
homelessness. One paycheck. So, as easy as it to assume and
label, these accusations are often inaccurate. Homelessness is
a result of a number of circumstances some of which require a
person to decide between buying food, shelter, or catering to
other basic needs.
A study conducted by the National Coalition for the
Homeless discovered that homeless people are not homeless
simply because they choose not to get or keep a job. Homelessness is largely a result of foreclosure, mental illness, lack of
affordable health care, domestic violence and so many other
uncontrollable issues. In 2013, there was an estimated 57,849
homeless veterans, 40% of which were unsheltered. That’s
57,849 homeless human beings who risked their lives serving
our country.
I’m not saying that we can shelter every single homeless
person there is. I’m saying that the sheltering of at least one
homeless person is a step in the right direction.
One step that will provide someone with shelter at night.
One step that will give someone hope and encouragement.
One step that will allow someone to integrate themselves
back into society. One step to continue this movement. Let’s
make that step, South Carolina.

I hate Minions.
I hate Minions with
a passion. You know,
those stupid little
yellow things from
Despicable Me that
people obsess over
for some reason. If
you’ve never heard of
them, you must have
been living under a
rock. For those of
by GRAHAM MITCHELL you reading this who
have never heard of Despicable Me, the franchise
started out as movie about an Eastern European
supervillain played by Steve Carell adopting three
kids and then he became a good dad. I liked him
better as Michael Scott in The Office.
Anyway, I didn’t really mind Minions in the Despicable Me series until they started appearing
everywhere. Go to school? Minions. Go on the
internet? Minions. Go to the store? Minions. Minions kind of remind me of those dystopian movies
where one piece of the media is used to brainwash

Give the comedic relief the
main role, and it makes them
annoying. The new Minions
movie is a good example of this.
people into fighting for some corrupt and morally
wrong cause.
They’re also beginning to invade things that I
actually do like. For example, this summer, when I
was watching EA’s press conference at E3, they had
a whole section of their press conference devoted
to a Minions phone game called Minion Mania. At
E3, I don’t want to see Minions. Show me actual
video games, not Minions. The kind of people who
watch E3 are not going to be interested in Minion
Mania, even if they like Minions. The people who
like E3 are nerds like me.
Another thing is that they’re supposed to be
the comedic relief, right? Well, they got their own
movie. A key factor of writing comedy is that you
should never give the comedic relief the role of
the main character. The comedic relief is there to
be just that: a fun little distraction to temporarily
deviate from the more serious parts of the plot.
Give the comedic relief the main role, and it makes
them annoying. The new Minions movie is a good
example of this. It got mediocre reviews because
the Minions aren’t very funny to begin with. Give
them their own movie, and it makes for an annoying watch. But apparently, it’s not annoying to most
people.
Because of this, Despicable Me is now an unforgiving, relentless, stupid, half-baked, overrated
franchise. Minions bookbags, pants covered in Minions, relatives in their 60s posting those Facebook
statuses with pictures of Minions next to text. Oh,
and there’s Minions Crocs.

